• After OVHs have been calculated for each structure, the automatic planning tool allows for querying of the optimization objectives from the database • The interface allows for selection from a predefined set of prescriptions • New prescriptions can be added by defining parameters in a comma separated value text file • The query selects from the patients in the database those which have achieved a target dose greater or equal to the prescription target dose. • For each structure, the patients which have the same or closer shape relationship between the target and structure is selected. The lowest achievable dose from this group is returned by the query • Unsuccessful queries are from more difficult cases where there is no shape relationship in the database of equal or closer distance.
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•
To aid in plan evaluation, a tool to check protocol compliance is used
• Protocol objectives are defined in a comma separated values file and allow flexibility in defining protocol parameters including upper and lower limits on goals.
• Plans can be evaluated with a single click from the planning system and the resulting spreadsheet can be included in plan documentation • Approved plans are added back to the database to improve the selection for future patients.
• Using a database of prior patient dose and shape relationships allows for the prediction of dose on future patients. The database schema is designed to collect dose, structure, and toxicity information • To provide consistent structure naming in the database, a software tool is used to rename structure names to a standardized naming scheme.
• Common alternative structure names are automatically mapped to standard names. Uncommon names can be renamed manually. The automatic planning tool is currently being clinically used for all pancreas SBRT patients at this institution. 
